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Parallel context-free languages are generated by context-free grammars in 
which every occurrence of a nonterminal in a line of derivation is rewritten 
simultaneously b  the same rule. It is shown that the intersection of parallel 
context-free languages and context-free languages i the class of derivation- 
bounded languages. Also, the parallel context-free languages form a proper 
subclass of the context-sensitive languages and are closed under union, product, 
Kleene closure, and homomorphism. An intercalation theorem is proved for 
parallel context-free languages. 
INTRODUCTION 
It has been the pattern to obtain formal languages of different ypes by 
imposing restrictions on the form of the production rules. In addition to 
placing restrictions on the form of the rules, if one changes the manner of 
applying the rules, several interesting and richer families are obtained. There 
have been several investigations of this type such as programmed grammar, 
ordered grammar, state-grammar, matrix grammar, equal matrix grammar, 
etc. The reader is referred to Salomaa (1969a) for a discussion of these various 
types of families. 
Equal matrix grammar (Siromoney, 1969) is defined by combining a 
fixed number P1 ..... Pk of right-linear ules and applying them together 
in a derivation. If we impose the condition that every occurrence of a 
nonterminal in a string of a derivation in a context-free grammar (CFG) 
should be replaced simultaneously b  the same rule, we get a new and interesting 
class. 
In this paper, we define a paralle! context-free language (PCL) to be the 
language generated by a CFG in which the manner of applying the rules is 
restricted as follows: if a nonterminal occurs more than once in any line of a 
derivation, then every occurrence of the nonterminal is replaced at the same 
time by the same rule. We note that this class includes everal languages that 
are not context-free. On the other hand, there are context-free languages 
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(CFL) which are not PCL. Rosenfeld (1971) has discussed the same type of 
restriction and poses the open question as to whether there are any CFL 
that cannot be generated parallelly. The existence of such a language solves the 
open problem in the affirmative. In fact we have shown that whenever a 
CFLL  is derivation bounded (Ginsburg and Spanier, 1968), then there 
exists a CFG G such that PCL(G) = CFL(G) = L. On the other hand, 
when L is not derivation bounded, then for any CFG G generating L, 
PCL(G) :/= CFL(G) = L. Neither do there exist grammars G 1 and G 2 such 
that PCL(G1) = CFL(G2) = L. In other words, we prove that the inter- 
section of PCL and CFL is the class of derivation-bounded languages (DBL). 
The derivation-bounded sets are a subclass of CFL such that each word has 
at least one derivation in each line of which the number of nonterminals i
bounded. This class has been studied under various names (Yntema, 1967; 
Brzozowski, 1968). 
We also establish that the family of PCL is a proper subset of the family of 
context-sensitive languages (CSL). We note that the family of PCL is closed 
under the operations of union, product, Kleene closure, and homomorphism. 
The u-v theorem for CFL  (Ginsburg, 1966) has been extended to simple 
matrix languages (Ibarra, 1970) and intercalation theorems proved for one-way 
stack languages (Ogden, 1969). We extend the theorem for PCL. 
BAsic RESULTS 
DEFINITION 1. Let G = (V , I ,  P, S) be a CFG. G is defined to be a 
parallel context-free grammar (PCG) if for all w 1 ~ w~ and all A in V - / ,  
~d) 1 = xlAx2A "'" Axr , w2 = xl~xx~o~ "'" axr , r ~/1,  A -+ o~ ~ Pand x 1 ,..., x r do 
not contain A. 
DEFINITION 2. L = L(G) is defined to be a parallel context-free language 
(PCL) if L is generated by a PCG G. 
There are several examples to show that PCL =~ CFL. We give a simple 
example. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let G -~ (V, I, P, S) where V = {S, a), I = {a}, P = 
{S-+ SS ,  S --+ a). Then PCL(G) = {a 2*/n ~/0} which is not context-free. 
On the other hand CFL ~ PCL as can be seen by the following example. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let G = (V,/ ,  P, S) where V = {S, a, b}, I = {a, b}, 
P ~ {S--~ SS ,  S--+ aSb, S-~ e}. Then CFL(G) is the Dyck set over two 
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letters and is of infinite index (Salomaa, 1969b). We shall prove thatL cannot 
be generated by any PCG. 
Pro@ Consider the subsets Qi of L defined iteratively as 
Q1 = {a~b"/n >~ 1}+, 
Q~ = {anwb"/n >/O, w ~ Q1} +, 
9,+1 = {a"wb"/n ~ O, w ~ Q,}+. 
We prove by induction on i, that the number of nonterminals required in any 
PCG to generate subsets of L containing Qi is ~> i -t- 1. 
The result is true for i = 1. This is seen by the fact that to generate 
{a~bn/n >~ 1}, there is at least one nonterminal which is self-embedding, i.e., 
S G xSy, where x andy contain same number of a's and b's. Now, to generate 
Q1 with the minimum number of nonterminals, there must be an additional 
rule of the form S ~ SS  or S --+ SS  t , where S 1 is a new nonterminal. The 
former is ruled out, since a PCG containing a rule S -+ SS  where S ~ xSy 
generates strings of the form (a%~) ~ in Q1, and cannot generate the infinite 
set {(anab nt) "'" (ankbn~)/k >/ 1, n 1 ,..., nk are all different and >/1} in Qt .  
Hence, there should be an additional rule of the form S -+ SS1 (or S t ~ SS1) 
in which case a new nonterminal is introduced. Thus, for a PCG to generate 
Qt ,  there must be at least two nonterminals. 
Suppose the result is true for all i ~ m. We shall assume that the minimum 
number i + 1 of nonterminals in a PeG Gi = (Vi ,  I, P i ,  Si) to generate Qi 
consists of s,  s 1 ,..., Si and that Sj ~ Vj i f j  > i. Now 
Q~+I --- {anwb~/n ~ O, w ~ Q~}+ 
where S~ *~ w ~ Q~.  Let L~ = {a~wb~/n ~ O, w E Q~}. Then Q~+i = L~ + 
and L~ can be generated by Pro '= P,~ W {Sin--~ aS~,~b and, hence, the 
minimum number of nonterminals required to generate L~ parallelly is also 
m + 1. Let Q~' CQ~ be defined iteratively as follows: 
QI '  = { a~llbnn "'" a~'~b~/k >/m + 2, and the indices nil . . . .  , rtlk 
are all different and >/1}. 
Q2' = {an21Wll bn21 "'" a~wl~b~/h  >~ m + 2 and wll .... , wle are 
so chosen from Q1 such that n21 ,..., ne~ (>/1) and all 
the indices in gOll , . . . ,  g01k are all different.} 
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Q~n+l = { an~+a *w~l b~'~+~l "" an'~+l ~wmk b'~"+l ~/k /> m + 2 and 
n~+l 1 ,..-, n~+l k (>~1) and all the indices in all 
the w~l ,..., wm~ ~ Q~' are all different.} 
This is always possible since Lm+ is infinite and m is fixed. 
We have seen that to generate L~ parallelly, at least m + 1 nonterminals 
are required. Suppose that m -[- 1 nonterminals are sufficient o generate Lm +. 
In such a case, in addition to P~' which generates L~,  there should be a 
rule of the type S i --~ S iS j  , S i , S j  in V~ and S i -+ S~ , Sj --~ S~ . Strings in 
O~+l are the product of k(m + 2) distinct phrases of the form a~wb ~, w E Q~n', 
where each ~o is a product of k (>~m + 2) distinct phrases of the form a~wb ~, 
w e O ' - l ,  etc., and the indices are all different. At any stage, to generate a
product of k (>~m + 2) distinct phrases of the form a~wb '*, w c QS, where the 
indices are all different, there should be an application of a rule of the type 
S~-+ S~Sq, S~, ~ Sq (for otherwise the corresponding phrases will be 
equal) S~,, Sq ~ V,n, i.e., two different nonterminals are involved. Since there 
are k(m + 2) distinct phrases at each stage (which involves at least two 
different nonterminals) and there are (m + 1) such stages but only (m + 1) 
nonterminals, there will be more than one occurrence of the same nonterminal 
at some line of derivation and the phrases dominated by these are equal in a 
parallel generation, i.e., the corresponding indices are equal. But we have 
chosen Q~+I to be such that all the indices are different. Hence, the infinite 
set of strings in Q '+ I  cannot be generated parallelly by the m @ 1 non- 
terminals alone. 
In fact, the introduction of a new nonterminal S~+1, with rules 
P,~+* = Pro' ~3 {S,,+a--+ S~S~+, , S~+,-~ Sm}, where S~+, is the start 
symbol, gives rise to a PCG with the minimum number (m -+- 2) of non- 
terminals to generate Qm+~ •
Hence, by induction it follows that tile minimum number of nonterminals 
required in any PCG to generate Oi is equal to i + I. The Dyck set contains Qi 
for all i >~ 1 and since the number of nonterminals in any grammar is finite, 
it follows that the Dyck set cannot be generated by any PCG. 
From Examples 1 and 2, we see that PCL ~ CFL and CFL f PCL. In 
fact, we can prove that PCL ~ CFL = DBL. We recall a few definitions from 
the literature which are needed for the proofs of the theorem. It is well-known 
that a CFL is derivation bounded iff there is a nonexpansive grammar 
generating the language. A CFG G is said to be nonexpansive if there is no 
nonterminal A in G such that A ~ ¢IA¢~ACa, ~,  ¢2, ¢3 in V* (Yntema, 
1967). Let the nonterminals in any CFG be partitioned into equivalence 
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classes by the equivalence relation ]_ (Brzozowski, 1968). A ]_ B iffA *~ uBv 
and B ~ u'Av', where A and B are nonterminals and u, v, u', v' in V*. 
A partial ordering is defined on the equivalence classes as [A] ~> [B] iff 
A *~ uBv, u, v in V*. [A] > [B] if [A] ~> [B] and [A] va [B]. If [A] > [B], 
then rank of A is said to be greater than rank of B. 
THEOREM 1. I ra  CFLL  is derivation bounded, then there exists a CFG G 
such that PCL(G) = CFL(G) = L. 
Proof. Let the CFL L be derivation bounded and let G be a nonexpansive 
grammar generating L. We can assume that in all the rules of G, the rightside 
does not contain more than one occurrence of the same nonterminal. For if in 
any production rule, the right side contains more than one occurrence of 
the same nonterminal _d or more than one nonterminal A belonging to the 
same equivalence class, then all but one occurrence can be replaced by the 
introduction of new nonterminals A i and rules -/I i ~ u for every rule d -~ u 
and this process can be repeated. The resulting rammar is still nonexpansive 
and generates the same language. 
Let the derivation S =~1 ~1 ~ ~2 ~3 ~3 "'" ~ q~n = w eL  be obtained 
as follows: If ~1 contains a single nonterminal, naturally that is rewritten by 
~.  On the other hand, if ~ contains more than one nonterminal, no two of 
which are equal or belong to the same equivalence class, replace that non- 
terminal which is of lowest rank in that line, and continue the generation till 
the terminal string dominated by that nonterminal is reached. Continue this 
procedure for all the nonterminals. When the nonterminals in a line are 
noncomparable, then choice is arbitrary. But if two nonterminals A and B in 
41 belong to the same equivalence class, replace one of them (B) by the new 
nonterminal (B1) (introduced earlier) and start the generation with the other 
(A) taking care to see that at each step of the derivation B 1 is never reintro- 
duced. Continue the generation till the terminal string dominated by d is 
reached. Then start the generation with B 1 . This procedure is repeated at 
each stage of the derivation. This will ensure that at no stage of the derivation 
will there be two occurrences of the same nonterminal. This is always possible 
since the language is derivation bounded which implies there is at least one 
derivation in which the number of nonterminals in each line of the derivation 
is less than a constant k. Hence the parallel derivation of w is the same as the 
serial derivation of w. Thus PCL(G) z CFL(G) = L. 
Remark. It is clear that whenever a CFG G is not nonexpansive or 
contains a rule with more than one occurrence of the same nonterminal on the 
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rightside or more than one nonterminal belonging to the same equivalence 
class, then PCL(G) @ CFL(G). 
THEOREM 2. PCL C~ CFL C DBL. 
Proof. Suppose L is a PCL as well as a CFL. I f  L is finite, then L is 
derivation bounded and there exists a G such that PCL(G) = CFL(G). 
Hereafter we shall assume L to be infinite. 
(1) Let the same grammar G generateL parallelly as well as serially. Then 
G is nonexpansive, for otherwise PCL(G) va CFL(G). Thus, CFL(G) is 
derivation bounded and hence, PCL ~ CFL C DBL. 
(2) Let G 1 generate L parallelly and G 2 generate L serially. Since L is 
infinite, we can assume that every nonterminal of G 1 dominates an infinity 
of terminal strings (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1969). I f  G 1 is nonexpansive, and 
does not contain any rule with more than one occurrence of the same non- 
terminal on the right side or more than one nonterminal belonging to the 
same equivalence class, then arguing as in Theorem 1, we can find another 
nonexpansive grammar G such that PCL(G) = CFL(G) ----L. Thus L is 
derivation bounded and the result is proved. But if G 1 is not nonexpansive, 
or contains a rule with more than one occurrence of the same nonterminal on 
the right side or more than one nonterminal belonging to the same equivalence 
class, then PCL(G1) is not context-free. For in these three cases, we have 
S *~ ~A~2A~3, ~1, ~2, ~8 in V*. Let S ~ xAyAz, x, y, z ~ I* be the string 
obtained by applying the minimum number of rules to ~1, ~2, ~a • Then, 
in any parallel derivation, S dominates an infinite number of words of the 
form {xwywz/A ~ w ~ I*, x, y, z fixed and in I*}, which is well known to be 
context-sensitive. Hence PCL(G1) is not context-free which is a contradiction. 
Thus PCL c~ CFL C DBL. 
From Theorems 1 and 2, it follows that the intersection of PCL and CFL 
is the DBL. 
We next prove that the family of PCL is properly contained in the family 
of CSL. 
THEOREM 3. Every PCL can be recognized by a linear bounded automaton 
(lba). 
Proof. LetL be thePCL generated by the reduced CFG G ~ (V, I, P, S). 
We shall assume that G is e-free. 
The lba has two tracks. The first track contains the input with endmarkers, 
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viz., #w# with w in I% The second track initially contains #Sb "" b#. The 
movement of the lba is as follows: 
(1) S is replaced by ~ where S -*  ~ is in P. 
(2) Then the pointer eturns to the left endmarker and starts moving from 
left to right. It replaces a nonterminal A by a string u applying the production 
A ~ u, checking that it is the leftmost A in ~, shifting the symbols to the 
right if necessary. The lba stores in its memory the nonterminal replaced and 
the rule applied. The pointer moves to the right and when it next encounters 
the same A in ~, A is replaced by the same u applying the same rule _/t ~ u, 
shifting symbols to the right if necessary. This is repeated till the pointer 
reaches the rightmost symbol in a. 
(3) Once the pointer has finished scanning #c~b -.. b#, it returns to the 
left endmarker. 
(4) The same procedure is repeated till the second track contains no 
blanks, i.e., #w'#.  
(5) The lba then checks whether tracks one and two contain the same 
word, i.e., w = w'. I f  they are the same, then w is accepted but otherwise 
rejected. 
It is clear that this Iba accepts the PCLL.  Thus, every PCL is a CSL and, 
hence, the family of PCL is contained in the family of CSL. 
From the existence of CFL  which are not PCL, it is clear that the inclusion 
is proper. 
THEOREM 4. The family of PCL is closed under union, product, Kleene- 
closure, and homomorphism. 
The proof follows in the standard way. 
The u-v theorem for CFL  has been extended to simple matrix languages 
and intercalation theorems proved for oneway stack languages. Here we 
establish a similar result for PCL. 
DEFINITION 3. A nonterminal A in a PCG is said to be of order k if 
./I ~ x lAx  2 ... x~Ax~+ 1 , applying the minimum number of rules, x 1 ,..., xk+ 1 
in I* and k is the maximum possible value for A. The order of a PCG G is 
the maximum of the orders of the nontenninals in G and the order of a PCL L 
is the minimum of the orders of the PCG generating L.
THEOREM 5. Let G be a PCG of order n. Then there exist integers p and q 
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such that for  z ~ PCL(G) ,  ] z 1 > P, either (1) z = xuwvy,  ] uwv I < q and 
xuiwviy ~ PCL(G)  for  all i ~ 1 or (2) z ~ WlXoPoXlpoX 2 "" poX~W2 , k ~ n and 
z¢ = WaXoPiXlpix 2 "" pixkw2 ~ PCL(G) ,  where Pi+l = XoPiXl "'" p ixy,  for  all 
i>~ l. 
The proof  is clear from the manner of applying the rules parallelly in a 
derivation and is left out. 
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